Unit 6 Week 2

Story
My Light
Genre
Expository Text

Story
The Power of Water
Genre
Expository Text

Story
Pedal Power
Genre
Expository Text

Comprehension Strategy
reread

Comprehension Skill
author’s purpose

Vocabulary Strategy
paragraph clues

Writing Traits
word choice

Grammar
articles and this, that, these, those

Structural Analysis
prefixes/suffixes

Mechanics
capitalize proper nouns-names and titles

Vocabulary

electricity - a form of energy
energy - the ability to do work
flows - runs like water
haul - to carry something heavy
power - energy that can do work
silent - having no sound
solar - having to do with the sun
underground - beneath the Earth’s surface

High Frequency Words

alone, became, beside, four, hello, large, notice, round,
suppose, surprised

Oral Vocabulary Words

charge, effects, rushes, slight, streak